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This letter, dated 16 Mar 1952, was published in The Egyptian Gazette. A marginal note in hand of James's aunt Ethel
James says "received 27.3.1952", and the cutting was presumably sent to her by James.
The letter describes his visit to Gaza refugee camps in Feb 1952, not long after the "Cairo Fires" riots of 26 January
1952, in which James had narrowly avoided being killed in the attack on the Cairo Turf Club. The purpose of his visit
was to discuss arrangements for distribution of blankets, clothing etc., which had been collected by All Saints Cathedral
in Cairo. He compares the situation with that which he saw on a previous visit a year earlier, and notes the destruction
of tents, hutments etc., which had occurred during winter storms. Though he describes with approval the work being
carried out by hospitals and schools, he expresses concern about the increasing hopelessness of the elderly, and the
resentment and restlessness developing in the young, especially following the recent violence in Egypt. He concludes
by suggesting that unless the relevant authorities can formulate a plan to provide some hope for the refugees, only
subversive elements can prosper.

THE ARAB REFUGEE
PLIGHT IN GAZA AREA
homeless people, their future
seemingly as undecided as ever.
For most, this has been tiieir
fourth winter since being driven
from their homes.
T know that special warning
was given to senior authorities
early last year by IT.X. administrators at Gaza that, tentage,
hutments, and clothing were~all
in outworn condition and inadequate for any emergency which
might arise during winter; Statements publicly issued by various
associations, in particular by the
World Council of Churches after
their conference at Beirut, by
the International Red Cross Society, and by 'The Times" newspaper in .London, have all during
i h r past year agair stressed the
desperate condition of these
Arab Refugees ami the grave implications of this situation.
I, myself, in the Arabic and
English local press, and elsewhere, have at various times
from the point of view of personal informal observation and
contacts, pressed, as far as is individually possible, the urgency
of the situation and its local repercussions in Egypt and the
Middle East generally.
Since then the winter months
have passed, and during these
months a very grave emergency
did in fact arise. Violent storms
of bitterly cold wind and weeks of
torrential rain brought
the
misery of these thousands of
people .crowded helplessly in the
narrow Gaza strip, to a climax
of suffering greater than any
thing which had been experienced before.
Tents and hutments were entirely destroyed, and in spite of
every effort by the local U.N.
Organisation, shelter and supplies were quite inadequate to
meet the emergency. Since then
great efforts have been made to
ropain Jhe damage,- a^d great ere
dit is due to the local U.N. Organisers, and to the Egyptian
authorities who, I understand,
co-operated with all energy.
I visited, during this recent
tour, many refugee camps, and
was taken again to see schools
and hospitals. The T.B. hospital
has been much enlarged and is
a very fine, achievement, of the '
greatest, benefit. It was distur' f
ing however to observe bull
marks .both inside and outside
the hospital premises which the
building had received in
the
course of a recent frontier skirmish. The C.M.S. hospital in
Gaza town still carries on ceaseless work, of great devotion and
efficiency.
In the schools, I was greatly
impressed by the continued
keenness of both teachers and
pupils. In view of the increased
hardship endured so recently by
all categories of these refugees,
this is a moving and significant
fact.

Nevertheless, all is evidently
not well in these Refugee camps,
The old or elderly are becoming
perhaps only increasingly apathetic and hopeless, bus amongst
the young people th°t° is definite resentment and ^ desperate
restlessness. This was made clear
to me especially in talks wi.lh
ypung men of college age, and
some of the young scn"t\ masters
and "intelligencia."
Recent grave events; jn Cairo
have not passed unnoticed, nor
are there lacking in the Gaza
area those agitators wfto try to
make attractive an aopial to violence. Very serious possibilities

exist. This danger does not grew
less as time passed from year to
year without any solution, or
even any enheartening sign to
give these
people, destitute,
homeless, workless, some cause
for hope, and some objective towards which they can aspire.
Surely a practical decision,
powerfully implemented can now
be devised amongst the authorities of the United Nations, and
the Arab' and Israeli leaders, to
prevent, even at this late moment, some further disaster
which may have repercussions
throughout the world, and can
only do great harm to all concerned, from which only subversive elements can profit.
Yours, etc.,
H. Hiprllp James.
Cairn, March_16.
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